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Simple garbage truck facts in a board book shaped like a garbage truck!I am a garbage truckI carry

trash to the dump.Readers may want to put on their gloves for this fun and sturdy board book

shaped like a garbage truck! Read along as garbage trucks of all sizes travel door to door picking

up sticky, icky trash to deliver to the dump!Little explorers will love seeing these big machines in

action.
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ACE LANDERS has written several books for children, including I Am a Train and I Am a Garbage

Truck. He lives in New York City with his family.  PAOLA MIGLIARI has illustrated numerous

children's books including I am a Train and I am a Garbage Truck.

It worked for a couple of months, but the binding is flimsy and my 2 year old ripped it in half.A

different book he LOVES about garbage trucks is called "Trashy Town." I got them both about the

same time because we were trying to get him to not fear the garbage truck, and Trashy Town won

by a landslide. Here's the link:

http://www..com/dp/0060271396/?tag=googhydr-20&hvadid=34090856951&hvpos=1t1&hvexid=&h

vnetw=g&hvrand=8641699173632517392&hvpone=12.59&hvptwo=&hvqmt=b&hvdev=c&ref=pd_sl

_7d42ct1c9x_b(Trashy Town is not a board book, but held up better than this board book.)



My son is obsessed with garbage trucks anyway, and I didnt want to buy yet another toy truck, so

this book seemed like a good alternative. Shaped like a truck, yet tells the story about collecting

garbage, recycling, landfills, etc... I guess you can stretch it to say it is sort of educational and kids

can learn something from it. My son is only 3, so for him he looks at the images and then makes up

a story about the images - good for the imagination too. The book itself seems sturdy and a good

price for what it is.

Super cute sturdy board book! My 19 month old enjoys carrying it around and turning the pages

himself. He also enjoys throwing it at me if I'm unable to read it right away. Soft attractive

illustrations, with a non-conventional woman trash truck driver which is a nice change if you're

looking for less stereotypical books.

Mr Four loves the book and can already read some of it. The pictures are detailed enough to be

interesting. Blippi on You Tube has introduced my boy to the concepts of garbage and recycling so

this book follows through.

Basic and wonderful, this is a favorite of ours for the car - the interesting shape makes it fun for our

toddler to read and explore while in her carseat.

Cute book for my 2 yr. old who's very into trucks! It speaks about the work of both garbage and

recycling trucks.

BOUGHT THIS BOOK FOR MY GRANDSON WHO LOVES GARBAGE TRUCKS SO YES YOU

GOT IT HE LOVES THE BOOK TOO!

One of many of my son's books that we read on almost a daily basis.
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